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Abstract

1 Introduction

It is commonly assumed that innate linguistic constraints are

Traditionally, the problem of language acquisition has

necessary to learn a natural language, based on the apparent lack

been treated as a problem of learning to identify and pro-

of explicit negative evidence provided to children and on Gold’s

duce the valid sentences in one’s language. The ideal-

proof that, under assumptions of virtually arbitrary positive presentation, most interesting classes of languages are not learnable. However, Gold’s results do not apply under the rather com-

ized speaker is presumed to possess a set of rules, or
competence grammar, capable of generating all well-

mon assumption that language presentation may be modeled as

formed sentences or determining whether any sentence

a stochastic process. Indeed, Elman (1993, Cognition) demon-

is valid or invalid. The learning process is driven both

strated that a simple recurrent connectionist network could learn

by the learner’s innate endowment of structured linguis-

an artificial grammar with some of the complexities of English,

tic knowledge and by the learner’s exposure to language.

including embedded clauses, based on performing a word prediction task within a stochastic environment. However, the network was successful only when either embedded sentences were

Fundamental questions thus concern the nature of these
sources of information, how they are utilized, and the ex-

initially withheld and only later introduced gradually, or when

tent to which each is responsible for the eventual attain-

the network itself was given initially limited memory which only

ment of language skill.

gradually improved. This finding has been taken as support for

The standard approach in linguistics has tended to view

Newport’s “less is more” proposal, that child language acqui-

the input to the child learner simply as a sequence of valid

sition may be aided rather than hindered by limited cognitive
resources. The current article reports on connectionist simulations which indicate, to the contrary, that starting with simpli-

sentences. Statistical properties of this input are generally
overlooked or thought to bear little relevance to learning.

fied inputs or limited memory is not necessary in training recur-

Indeed, some consider this a feature of the approach as at-

rent networks to learn pseudo-natural languages; in fact, such

tention to statistics potentially places a tremendous com-

restrictions hinder acquisition as the languages are made more

putational burden on the learner (see Allen & Seidenberg,

English-like by the introduction of semantic as well as syntac-

1999, for discussion). Additionally, Baker (1979), among

tic constraints. We suggest that, under a statistical model of
the language environment, Gold’s theorem and the possible lack
of explicit negative evidence do not implicate innate, linguisticspecific mechanisms. Furthermore, our simulations indicate that
special teaching methods or maturational constraints may be unnecessary in learning the structure of natural language.

others, has argued that children receive negligible explicit
negative feedback following production errors.1
1 We will use the term explicit negative evidence to refer to feedback
given to the child in response to the child’s utterances. One can further
distinguish between overt explicit negative evidence, such as direct statements that a particular sentence is ungrammatical, and subtle or covert
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One virtue of a simple model of the language environ- cepted in the linguistics community and is associated with
ment is that it facilitates the investigation of formal proofs the theories of Universal Grammar and the innate Lanof the learnability or unlearnability of certain problems. guage Acquisition Device. Given the apparent lack of exIn particular, the theoretical findings of Gold (1967) have plicit negative evidence provided to children, strong innate linguistic constraints are regarded by many authors

led to the widely accepted hypothesis that the burden of

language learning lies primarily on our genetic endow- (e.g., Berwick, 1985; Marcus, 1993; Morgan & Travis,
ment and only secondarily on actual language exposure. 1989; Morgan, Bonamo, & Travis, 1995) to be an inescapable solution to the learnability problem. On the

In short, Gold proved, under certain assumptions, that no

superfinite class of languages is learnable by any learner surface, it seems perfectly reasonable to hypothesize that
without negative examples. Among the superfinite classes the set of natural languages is limited: It is unlikely that
of languages is the set of regular languages, recognizable every regular or every context-free language is a possible
by finite-state machines, as well as the classes of context- natural language. However, even under this assumption,
free and context-sensitive languages, which are believed most interesting subsets of these language classes would
to be more closely related to natural languages. A criti- still be unlearnable under Gold’s model. It remains to be
cal assumption in Gold’s model is that the language input seen what degree of constraints, if any, would enable the
consists of a nearly arbitrary sequence of positive exam- learning of natural language in Gold’s framework.
ples, subject only to the constraint that no sentence may

However, Gold made brief mention of a third possibil-

be withheld from the learner indefinitely.

ity: that his assumption regarding the possible texts (or

Gold recognized the problem his findings posed for nat-

sequences of positive examples) for a language was too

ural language acquisition and offered three solutions. The

general and that “there is an a priori restriction on the class

first is that the child may make use of some subtle or

of texts which can occur” (p. 454). In Gold’s model, a

covert negative evidence in the parental responses to the fair text is a series of positive examples from the language
child’s utterances. Researchers who emphasize the role of

in which every legal sentence will eventually occur. Su-

environmental input in language acquisition have princi- perfinite languages were found to be unlearnable only if
pally focused on this issue, arguing that subtle feedback texts are arbitrary or are produced by the powerful class
is available to the child and is correlated with improved of recursive functions. Such a function can prohibit learnlong-term learning (see Sokolov & Snow, 1994, for re-

ing by producing a series of examples designed specif-

view). Although the extent to which parents do indeed ically to confuse the learner indefinitely. However, this
provide either overt or covert explicit feedback is a mat- hardly seems an appropriate model for a child’s linguistic
ter of ongoing debate, it seems unlikely that this feedback environment—while there is ongoing debate on the exwould be sufficiently robust to overcome Gold’s problem. tent to which child-directed speech is simplified relative
The second solution proposed by Gold is that the class to adult-directed speech (see, e.g., Gallaway & Richards,
of possible natural languages is smaller than expected and 1994; Snow & Ferguson, 1977) no one would propose that
that the child has some innate knowledge identifying this it is tailored specifically to hinder language acquisition.
class. This is the solution that has been most readily ac-

An alternative is to constrain the possible texts by modeling language as a stochastic process—some sentences or

explicit evidence, such as a greater tendency for parents to rephrase ungrammatical compared with grammatical utterances. In contrast, we will
use implicit negative evidence to refer to distributional properties of the
input which do not depend on the language production of the learner.
Implicit negative evidence is sometimes referred to as indirect, although
we favor the former term.

grammatical constructions are more frequent than others
and language is generated by a relatively stationary distribution over these strings (see Seidenberg, 1997; Seiden2
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language leads to a rather different definition of what it

berg & MacDonald, in press). The statistical structure of

a stochastically generated text provides an implicit source means to learn a language. On the traditional view, learnof negative evidence. Essentially, if a particular grammat- ing a language involves converging on the single, correct
ical construction is not observed during some extended grammar of the language; any deviation from this grammar in the actual behavior of language users must be as-

but finite exposure, one can safely assume that it is not
2

part of the language. With more exposure, the probability cribed to performance factors. Moreover, given that all
of making an error decreases. Note, though, that deriving learners of a language must acquire competence in equivevidence from non-occurrence within a finite sample is in-

alent grammars, it is critical to have formal guarantees that

valid without a more limited source than Gold’s text. The

this will happen. From a stochastic perspective, by con-

difficulty in learning from an arbitrary text derives largely trast, the grammars acquired by members of a language
from the possibility that a construction that is important to community need not be identical but only sufficiently simthe language has been withheld from all prior sentences. ilar to permit effective communication. The degree of
However, given a stochastic text, a construction that does agreement among individuals in, for example, making
not appear for a very long time has a very small chance of

grammaticality judgments would thus be expected to be

being an important part of the language and can thus be

very high but not perfect. It is still possible to formulate

ignored at little cost.

explicit bounds on learnability, but these bounds are prob-

While a stochastic model of text generation is perhaps abilistic rather than absolute. Moreover, on this view, the
still overly weak, as it neglects the influence of context study of actual language performance plays a more central
on sentence selection, it is nonetheless sufficient to allow role than on traditional views because such performance
learnability. Indeed, Horning (1969) and Angluin (1988) is taken to reflect underlying language knowledge more
have proved, under slightly different criteria for conver- directly.
This leads to a serious practical problem. The human

gence, that stochastic context-free languages are learn-

able from only positive examples. Angluin notes that brain is considerably restricted as a learning device due
there is an important similarity between this result and to its limited memory and analytical abilities. The princiGold’s positive finding that even recursively enumerable pal mechanisms of language acquisition seem to operate
languages are learnable from texts generated by primitive online with relatively little storage and subsequent analyrecursive functions, as opposed to fully recursive func- sis of the actual inputs. In contrast, the learning mechations. If we accept that a stochastic text is a more rea-

nisms proposed by Horning, Angluin, and others rely on

sonable approximation to a child’s linguistic input than an

repeated evaluation and re-evaluation of vast sets of com-

arbitrary text, Gold’s findings no longer pose a “logical plete, candidate grammars. They are thus unlikely to lead
problem” (Baker & McCarthy, 1981) for language acqui- to reasonable computational models of our language acquisition mechanism.

sition.

Given restrictions of limited memory and online learn-

It is important to note, though, that a stochastic view of

ing with iterative updates of a small set of candidate gram-

2 The term “construction” here refers to

grammatical distinctions, abstractions or rules rather than to specific sentences. Thus, for example,
Chomsky’s (1957) famous sentence, “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously”, is supported by the input as one of many simple active SVO
sentences. Although connectionist networks might not instantiate such
constructions as explicit, distinct data structures, these systems nonetheless have the capability of developing internal distributed representations
that support effective generalization across sentences with similar grammatical structure (in the classic sense).

mars, one way the statistical structure of a language can
be approximated is through the formulation and testing of
implicit predictions. By comparing one’s predictions to
what actually occurs, feedback is immediate and negative
evidence derives from incorrect predictions. Although not
3
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emphasizing online prediction, Chomsky (1981) followed tion task. He trained a simple recurrent network (Elman,
Gold (1967) in pointing out the potential importance to 1990; sometimes termed an “Elman” network) to predict
the next word in sentences generated by an artificial gram-

language acquisition of “expectations”:

mar exhibiting number agreement, variable verb argument

A not unreasonable acquisition system can be devised with the operative principle that if certain structures or rules fail to be exemplified in relatively simple expressions, where they would be expected to be
found, then a (possibly marked) option is selected excluding them in the grammar, so that a kind of “negative evidence” can be available even without corrections, adverse reactions, etc. (p. 9; emphasis added)

structure, and embedded clauses. Although word prediction is a far cry from language comprehension, it can be
viewed as a useful component of language processing to
the extent that learning a grammar is useful, given that the
network can make accurate predictions only by learning

The ability to predict utterances in a language is surpris- the structure of the grammar. Elman found that the netingly powerful. Accurate prediction is equivalent to pos- work was unable to learn the prediction task—and, hence,
the underlying grammar—when presented from the out-

sessing a grammar able to produce a language or to de-

cide the grammaticality of any sentence. Prediction must set with sentences generated by the full grammar. The
be based on a language model, which has been found network was, however, able to learn if it was trained
first on only simple sentences (i.e., those without em-

to be essential in many forms of automated natural lan-

guage processing, such as speech recognition (Huang, beddings) followed by an increasing proportion of comAriki, & Jack, 1990). More generally, in learning com- plex sentences, or if the network’s memory span was iniplex, goal-directed behavior, prediction can provide the tially reduced and gradually allowed to improve. The fact
feedback necessary to learn an internal forward model of that learning was successful only under conditions of rehow actions relate to outcomes (Jordan, 1992; Jordan & stricted input or restricted memory is what Elman (1993)
Rumelhart, 1992). Such a model can be used to con- referred to as “the importance of starting small.”
Elman’s finding that simplifying a network’s training

vert “distal” discrepancies between observable outcomes

and goals into the “proximal” error signals necessary for environment or limiting its computational resources was
learning, thereby obviating the need for externally pro- necessary for effective language learning accords well
with Newport’s “less is more” proposal (Newport, 1990;

vided error signals. An important additional feature of

prediction is that feedback is available immediately; the Goldowsky & Newport, 1993)—that the ability to learn
learner need not perform a re-analysis of previously ob- a language declines over time as a result of an increase
in cognitive abilities. This hypothesis is based on evi-

served positive evidence (cf. Marcus, 1993). Again, it

should be emphasized that theoretical proposals involv- dence that early and late learners seem to show qualitaing expectation or prediction are precluded under Gold’s tive differences in the types of errors they make. It has
model because past experience with the language is not

been suggested that limited abilities may force children

necessarily representative of future experience.

to focus on smaller linguistic units which form the funda-

It remains, then, to be demonstrated that a compu- mental components of language, rather than memorizing
tational system can acquire a language under stochastic larger units which are less amenable to recombination. In
text presentation without relying on inappropriate mem- terms of Elman’s network, it is possible that staged input
ory or time requirements. Towards this end, Elman (1991, or limited memory similarly caused the network to focus
1993) provided an explicit formulation of how a general early on simple and important features, such as the relationship between nouns and verbs. By “starting small,”

connectionist system might learn the grammatical struc-

ture of a language on the basis of performing a predic- the network had a better foundation for learning the more
4
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difficult grammatical relationships which span potentially similar to Elman’s but involving weak semantic conlong and uninformative embeddings.

straints might result in less of an advantage for starting

We set out in the current work to investigate whether small in child language acquisition. We began by examinthe need for starting small in learning a pseudo-natural ing the effects of an incremental training corpus, without
language might be less critical if the language incorpo- manipulating the network’s memory. In the first simurated more of the constraints of natural languages. A lation study reported here, we found, somewhat surprisingly, that the addition of semantic constraints not only

salient feature of the grammar used by Elman is that it

is purely syntactic, in the sense that all words of a par- resulted in less of an advantage for starting small but in a
ticular class, such as the singular nouns, were identical significant advantage for starting with the full complexity
in usage. A consequence of this is that embedded ma-

of the language. Moreover, and in accordance with the

terial modifying a head noun provides relatively little in-

results of Cleeremans and colleagues, the advantage for

formation about the subsequent corresponding verb. Ear- “starting large” increased as the language was made more
lier work by Cleeremans, Servan-Schreiber, and McClel- English-like by strengthening the semantic constraints.
land (1989), however, had demonstrated that simple re-

In order to better understand the discrepancy between

current networks were better able to learn long-distance our results and those of Elman (1991, 1993), in a second
dependencies in finite-state grammars when intervening study we attempted a more direct replication of Elman’s
sequences were partially informative of (i.e., correlated grammar and methods. Using a similar grammar but our
with) the distant prediction. The intuition behind this find- own training methods, we again found a disadvantage for
ing is that the network’s ability to represent and maintain starting small. With parameters similar to those used by
information about an important word, such as the head Elman, however, the network failed to learn the task well
noun, is reinforced by the advantage this information pro- in either condition. Altering these methods by increasvides in predicting information within embedded phrases. ing the range of the initial connection weights resulted
As a result, the noun can more effectively aid in the pre- in much-improved performance but a clear advantage for
diction of the corresponding verb following the interven- starting with the full grammar. In fact, we found no ading material.

vantage for starting with a simplified training corpus even

One source of such correlations in natural language are when the target language contains no simple sentences.
distributional biases, due to semantic factors, on which Only in extreme conditions involving no simple sentences
nouns typically co-occur with which verbs. For example, and embedded clauses which are unrelated to the word besuppose dogs often chase cats. Over the course of train- ing modified did we find an advantage for starting small.
It thus appears that the benefit of starting with simplified

ing, the network has encountered chased more often af-

ter processing sentences beginning The dog who... than inputs is not a robust result for the acquisition of such languages by simple recurrent networks.

after sentences beginning with other noun phrases. The
network can, therefore, reduce prediction error within the

There remained the possibility that an advantage for

embedded clause by retaining specific information about starting small would hold for networks with initially redog (beyond it being a singular noun). As a result, in-

stricted memory, which is the condition Elman (1993) in-

formation on dog becomes available to support further terpreted as a more appropriate approximation to child
predictions in the sentence as it continues (e.g., The dog language acquisition. To test this possibility, we carried
who chased the cat barked).

out a third simulation study involving the same memory

These considerations led us to believe that languages manipulation as Elman, using two different grammars and
5
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dition of semantic constraints (i.e., restrictions on noun-

several combinations of training parameters. Under no

circumstances did we find a significant difference between verb relationships). Given the findings of Cleeremans
the results with full memory and the results with initially et al. (1989)—that even subtle information in an embedlimited memory. Therefore, although early memory im- ding can aid the learning of long-distance dependencies—
pairments do not significantly hinder language learning, we hypothesized that the addition of semantic constraints
they do not seem to provide any advantage in our experi- might reduce the advantage for starting small.
ments.

2.1 Method

Based on the results of these simulation studies, we argue that, in learning the structure of pseudo-natural lan-

The methods used in the simulation are organized below

guages through prediction, it is an inherent property of

in terms of the grammar used to generate the artificial lansimple recurrent networks that they extract simple, short- guage, the network architecture, the training corpora genrange regularities before progressing to more complex erated from the grammar, the procedures used for training
structures. No manipulation of the training corpus or net-

the network, and the way in which the performance of the

work memory is necessary to induce this bias. Thus, the network was tested. In general, these methods are very
current work calls into question whether effective child similar to those used by Elman (1991, 1993); differences
language acquisition depends on, or even benefits from, are noted explicitly throughout.
initially limited cognitive resources or other maturational
constraints. In the General Discussion we address open 2.1.1 Grammar
issues in early versus late exposure to language and ques- The pseudo-natural language used in the current simulation the necessity of either explicit negative evidence or tion was based on the grammar shown in Table 1. The
innate linguistic constraints in language acquisition under grammar generates simple noun-verb and noun-verb-noun
a model of language that promotes the importance of sta- sentences with the possibility of relative clause modification of nouns. The grammar involved 10 nouns and 14

tistical information.

verbs, as well as the relative pronoun who and an endof-sentence marker (here denoted “.”). Four of the verbs

2 Simulation 1: Progressive inputs

were transitive, four were intransitive, and five were opElman (1991) was interested in demonstrating how, and tionally transitive. Six of the nouns and seven of the verbs
indeed if, a recurrent network could represent complex were singular, the others plural. Finally, number agreestructural relations in its input. A task was chosen in ment was enforced between subjects and verbs, where
which sentences were presented one word at a time, and appropriate. Relative clauses could be nested, producing
the network was trained to predict each successive word. sentences such as:
girls who cat who lives chases walk dog who
feeds girl who cats walk .

The ability of the network to perform well is indicative of
its ability to represent and use the structural relations in
the grammar.

Although this language is highly simplified from natural

A notable limitation of Elman’s grammar was that it

language, it is nonetheless of interest because, in order to

was purely syntactic. The goal of our initial simulation learn to make accurate predictions, a network must form
was to extend Elman’s work to apply to a more natural- representations of potentially complex syntactic structures
istic language. In particular, we set out to study the ef-

and remember information, such as whether the subject

fect of making the grammar more natural through the ad-

was singular or plural, over lengthy embeddings. The
6
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These and the above constraints will be referred to as se-

Table 1: The Context-Free Grammar Used in Simulation 1
S
NP
RC
N
VI
VT

mantic constraints. In the simulation, semantic constraints
always applied within the main clause of the sentence as

NP VI . | NP VT NP .
N | N RC
who VI | who VT NP | who NP VT
boy | girl | cat | dog | Mary | John |
boys | girls | cats | dogs
barks | sings | walks | bites | eats |
bark | sing | walk | bite | eat
chases | feeds | walks | bites | eats |
chase | feed | walk | bite | eat

well as within any subclauses. Although number agreement affected all nouns and verbs, the degree to which the
semantic constraints applied between a noun and its modifying phrase was controlled by specifying the probability
that the relevant constraints would be enforced for a given
phrase. In this way, effects of the correlation between a

Note: Transition probabilities are specified and additional
constraints are applied on top of this framework.

noun and its modifying phrase, or of the level of information the phrase contained about the identity of the noun,
could be investigated.

Table 2: Semantic Constraints on Verb Usage
Intransitive
Transitive
Objects
Verb
Subjects
Subjects
if Transitive
chase –
any
any
feed
–
human
animal
bite
animal
animal
any
walk
any
human
only dog
eat
any
animal
human
bark
only dog
–
–
sing
human or cat –
–

Two other parameters were used to control the behavior
of the grammar. First, the framework depicted in Table 1
was modified to allow the direct specification of the percentage of simple and complex sentences produced. Second, the probability of noun phrase modification was adjusted to control the average length of sentences in the
language.

Note: Columns indicate legal subject nouns when verbs
are used intransitively or transitively and legal object nouns
when transitive.

When probabilities are specified for the productions in
the grammar, it becomes a stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG). A grammar of this form is convenient not

grammar used by Elman was nearly identical to the cur- only for generating example sentences, but also because
rent one, except that it had one fewer mixed transitiv- it allows us to calculate the optimal prediction behavity verb in singular and plural form, and the two proper ior on the language. Given the stochastic nature of the
nouns, Mary and John, could not be modified.

language, the network cannot in general predict the ac-

In the current work, several additional constraints were tual next word in a sentence accurately. Rather, over the
applied on top of the grammar in Table 1. Primary among course of training, we expect the network to increasingly
these was that individual nouns could engage only in cer- approximate the theoretically correct prediction given the
tain actions, and that transitive verbs could act only on

sentence context up to the current point, in the form of a

certain objects. For example, anyone could walk, but only probability distribution over the 26 words in the vocabhumans could walk something else and the thing walked

ulary. One advantage of expressing the language as an

must be a dog. The full set of constraints are listed in SCFG is that this probability distribution can be computed
Table 2.

exactly. However, the above mentioned number agree-

Another restriction in the language was that proper ment and semantic constraints are difficult to incorporate
nouns could not act on themselves. For example, Mary

into the basic grammar shown in Table 1. Therefore, a

chases Mary would not be a legal sentence. Finally, con- program was developed (Rohde, 1999) which takes the
structions which repeat an intransitive verb, such as Boys

grammar, along with the additional constraints, and pro-

who walk walk, were disallowed because of redundancy. duces a new, much larger SCFG with the constraints in7
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On each time step, a new word was presented by fix-

OUTPUT

ing the activations of the input layer. The activity in the

10

main hidden layer from the previous time step was copied
70

HIDDEN

10

copy

to the context layer. Activation then propagated through

CONTEXT

the network, as in a feed-forward model, such that each
unit’s activation was a smooth, nonlinear (logistic) func-

26

INPUT

tion of its summed weighted input from other units. The
resulting activations over the output units were then com-

Figure 1: The architecture of the network used in the simulations. Each solid arrow represents full connectivity between layers (with numbers of units next to each layer).
Hidden unit states are copied to corresponding context
units (dashed arrow) after each word is processed.

pared with their target activations. In a simple recurrent
network, errors are not back-propagated through time (cf.
Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) but only through
the current time step, although this includes the connections from the context units to the hidden units. These

corporated into the stochastic, context-free transitions. In

this way, a single SCFG could be produced for each ver- connections allow information about past inputs—as ension of the grammar and then used to generate sentences coded in the previous hidden representation copied onto
the context units—to influence current performance. Al-

or to specify optimal predictions.

though the target outputs used during training were the
encoding for the actual next word, typically a number of

2.1.2 Network architecture

The simple recurrent network used in both Elman’s simu- words were possible at any given point in the sentence.
lations and in the current work is shown in Figure 1. In- Therefore, to perform optimally the network must genputs were represented as localist patterns or basis vectors: erate, or predict, a probability distribution over the word
Each word was represented by a single unit with activity units indicating the likelihood that each word would occur
1.0, all other units having activity 0.0. This representation next. Averaged across the entire corpus, this distribution
was chosen to deprive the network of any similarity struc- will result in the lowest performance error on most any
ture among the words that might provide indirect clues to measure, including squared error and Kullback-Leibler
their grammatical properties. The same 1-of-n represen- divergence (see Rumelhart, Durbin, Golden, & Chauvin,
tation was also used for outputs, which has the convenient 1995). Table 3 contains the formulae used to calculate
property that the relative activations of multiple words can these and the other error measures discussed in the curbe represented independently. Although Elman reserved rent work.
Sentences in the corpora were concatenated together

two of the input and output units for another purpose, all

26 units were used in Simulation 1. The two small 10- and context units were not reinitialized at sentence boundunit hidden layers were provided to allow the network to aries. Note, however, that it is trivial for the network to
re-represent localist inputs in a distributed fashion and to learn to be sensitive to the start of a sentence, as the endperform a more flexible mapping from the main hidden of-sentence marker is a perfectly reliable indicator of senlayer to the output. These layers have the additional ben- tence breaks.
efit of reducing the total number of connections in the
2.1.3 Corpora

model; A direct projection from 26 units to 70 units re-

quires 1820 connections, whereas the same projection via Initially, Elman produced a corpus of 10,000 sentences,
75% of which were “complex” in that they contained at

10 intermediate units requires only 970 connections.
8
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Table 3: Error Measures Used in Testing the Network
Error Measure Formula
City-Block

    
      
Squared Error
        
Cosine
   ! #"  
Divergence
Note: $&% is the activation of the ' th output unit on the current
word and (% is its target or desired activation.

least one relative clause. Despite experimenting with var- main clause. This is because we were interested primarious architectures, starting conditions, and learning pa-

ily in the ability of the network to perform the difficult

rameters, Elman (1991) reported that “the network was

main verb prediction, which relied not only on the number

unable to learn the task when given the full range of com- of the subject, but on its semantic properties as well. In
plex data from the beginning” (p. 100). In response to the second simulation, we will investigate a case in which
this failure, Elman designed a staged learning regimen, in all the semantic constraints were eliminated to produce a
which the network was first trained exclusively on simple grammar essentially identical to Elman’s.
sentences and then on an increasing proportion of com-

As in Elman’s work, four versions of each class were

plex sentences. Inputs were arranged in four corpora,

) * * )

+*

created to produce languages of increasing complexity.

each consisting of 10,000 sentences. The first corpus was

Grammars A , A , A , and A , for example, produce

entirely simple, the second 25% complex, the third 50%

0%, 25%, 50%, and 75% complex sentences, respectively.

complex, and the final corpus was 75% complex—as was

In addition, for each level of complexity, the probability

the initial corpus that the network had failed to learn when

of relative clause modification was adjusted to match the

it alone was presented during training. An additional 75%

average sentence length in Elman’s corpora, with the ex-

complex corpus, generated in the same way as the last

ception that the 25% and 50% complex corpora involved

training corpus, was used for testing the network.

slightly longer sentences to provide a more even progression, reducing the large difference between the 50% and

In order to study the effect of varying levels of infor-

75% complex conditions apparent in Elman’s corpora.

mation in embedded clauses, we constructed five gram-

Specifically, grammars with complexity 0%, 25%, 50%,

mar classes. In class A, semantic constraints did not ap-

and 75% had 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% modification, re-

ply between the clause and its subclause, only within a

spectively. The average sentence lengths for each of the

clause. In class B, 25% of the subclauses respected the

training corpora used in the current simulation, as well as

semantic constraints, 50% in class C, 75% in class D, and

Elman’s, are given in Table 4.

100% in class E. Therefore, in class A, which was most

For each of the 20 grammars (five levels of semantic

like Elman’s grammar, the contents of a relative clause

provided no information about the noun being modified constraints crossed with four percentages of complex senother than whether it was singular or plural, whereas class tences), two corpora of 10,000 sentences were generated,
E produced sentences which were the most English-like. one for training and the other for testing. Corpora of this
We should emphasize that, in this simulation, semantic size are quite representative of the statistics of the full lanconstraints always applied within a clause, including the guage for all but the longest sentences, which are rela9
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Table 4: Average Length of Sentences Generated by Grammar Classes
Grammar Class
% Complex A
B
C
D
E
R
Elman
0%
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.46
3.46
25%
4.20 4.19 4.20 4.19 4.18 3.94
3.92
50%
5.04 5.07 5.07 5.06 5.06 4.39
4.38
75%
6.05 6.04 6.04 6.06 6.06 6.02
6.02

,

- Used in Simulation 2.

tively infrequent. Sentences longer than 16 words were intended to allow performance with the simple regimen to
discarded in generating the corpora, but these were so approach asymptote.
rare (

.0/2143 5

) that their loss should have had negligible

Because we were interested primarily in what perfor-

effects. In order to perform well, the network cannot pos- mance level was possible under optimal conditions, we
sibly “memorize” the training corpus but must learn the searched a wide range of training parameters to determine
structure of the language.

a set which consistently achieved the best performance
overall.3 We trained our network with back-propagation

2.1.4 Training procedure

using momentum of 0.9, a learning rate of 0.004 reduced

In the condition Elman referred to as “starting small,” he

to 0.0003 for the final epoch, a batch size of 100 words per

trained his network for 5 epochs on each of the four cor- weight update, and initial weights sampled uniformly bepora, in increasing order of complexity. During training, tween 1.0 (cf. 0.001 for Elman’s network). Network

6

6

weights were adjusted to minimize the summed squared performance for both training and testing was measured in
error between the network’s predicted next word and the terms of divergence (see Table 3). In addition to being an
actual next word, using the back-propagation learning appropriate measure of the difference between two disprocedure (Rumelhart et al., 1986) with a learning rate of tributions from an information theoretic standpoint (see
0.1, reduced gradually to 0.06. No momentum was used Rumelhart et al., 1995), divergence has the feature that,
and weights were updated after each word presentation. during training, error is injected only at the unit representWeights were initialized to random values sampled uni- ing the actual next word. This is perhaps more plausible
formly between 0.001.
than functions which provide feedback to every word in

6

For each of the five language classes, we trained the the vocabulary.
network shown in Figure 1 using both incremental and
Because divergence is well-defined only over probanon-incremental training schemes. In the complex regi- bility distributions (which sum to 1.0), normalized Luce
men, the network was trained on the most complex corpus ratios (Luce, 1986), also known as softmax constraints,
(75% complex) for 25 epochs with a fixed learning rate. were applied to the output layer. In this form of norThe learning rate was then reduced for a final pass through malization, the activation of output unit is calculated by
the corpus. In the simple regimen, the network was trained

98;:=<=> " @? :A<&B , where C  is the unit’s7 net input and D

for five epochs on each of the first three corpora in increas- ranges over all of the output units. The remaining units in
ing order of complexity. It was then trained on the fourth the network used the standard logistic activation function,
corpus for 10 epochs, followed by a final epoch at the reduced learning rate. The final six epochs of training on
the fourth corpus—not included in Elman’s design—were
10

3 The effects of changes to some of these parameter values—in particular, the magnitude of initial random weights—will be evaluated in a
later simulation.
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 8 FEHG :  <=>   , as in Elman’s network.

difference between two probability distributions. A better
indicator is the mean cosine of the angle between the pre-

2.1.5 Testing procedure

diction vectors, by which the network achieved a value of
Although the network was trained by providing feedback 0.852 (SD = 0.259) where 1.0 is optimal.
only to the actual next word in the sentence, the prediction
Figure ?? shows, for each training condition, the mean
task is probabilistic. Consequently, the network cannot
divergence error per word on the testing corpora of our
possibly achieve perfect performance if evaluated against
network when evaluated against the theoretically optimal
the actual next word. Optimally, the network should propredictions given the grammar. To reduce the effect of
duce a distribution over its outputs indicating the likeoutliers, and because we were interested in the best possilihood of each word occurring next given the sentence
ble performance, results were averaged over only the best
context encountered so far. Because our grammars were
16 of 20 trials. Somewhat surprisingly, rather than an adin standard stochastic, context-free form, it was possible
vantage for starting small, the data reveals a significant adto generate the theoretically correct next-word distribuvantage for the complex training regimen (
= 53.8,
tions given any sentence context. Such distributions were
.001). Under no condition did the simple training
calculated for each word in the final testing corpus and
regimen outperform the complex training. Moreover, the
the performance of our network was evaluated against
advantage in starting complex increased with the proporthese optimal predictions. By contrast, it was not possition of fully constrained relative clauses. Thus, there was
ble to generate such optimal predictions based on Elman’s
a strong positive correlation across individual runs ( =
grammar. In order to form an approximation to such pre.001) between the order of the grammars from
.75,
dictions, Elman trained an empirical language model on
A–E and the difference in error between the simple versentences generated in the same way as the testing corsus complex training regimes. This is consistent with the
pus. Predictions by this model were based on the obidea that starting small is most effective when important
served next-word statistics given every sentence context
dependencies span uninformative clauses. Nevertheless,
to which it was exposed. This can be thought of as an nagainst expectations, starting small failed to improve pergram model or a k-limited Markov source whose context
formance even for class A, in which relative clauses did
can extend back to the beginning of the sentence, but no
not conform to semantic constraints imposed by the prefurther.
ceding noun.

I  J  * )

K .

L

K .

2.2 Results and discussion

2.2.1 Has the network learned the task?

Although Elman did not provide numerical results for the In interpreting these results, it is important to establish
complex condition, he reported that his network was un- that the network was able to master the task to a reasonable to learn the task when trained on the most complex able degree of proficiency in the complex regimen. Othcorpus from the start. However, learning was effective in erwise, it may be the case that none of the training conthe simple regimen, in which the network was exposed ditions produced effective learning, rendering any differto increasingly complex input. In this condition, Elman ences in performance irrelevant to understanding human

+*

found that the network achieved an overall error of 0.177 language acquisition. Average divergence error was 0.068

+*

when compared against the empirical model (using, we for the network when trained on corpus A

and 0.093

believe, city-block distance; see Table 3). However, this when trained on corpus E , compared with an initial ertype of criterion is not a particularly good measure of the ror of approximately 2.6. The class E languages yielded
11
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0.12

For sentences with three or four clauses, such as Dog
Simple Regimen
Complex Regimen

who dogs who boy who dogs bite walks bite chases
cat who Mary feeds, performance of the networks was

0.10

considerably worse. Note, however, that humans are gen0.08

erally unable to parse such sentences without multiple

0.06

readings. In addition, fewer than 5% of the sentences

0.04

in the most complex corpora were over nine words long.
This limitation was necessary in order to match the av-

0.02
0.00

MA

N

O

P

R

B
C
D
Grammar/Training Corpus

erage sentence-length statistics in Elman’s corpora, but it

QE

did not provide sufficient exposure to such sentences for
the network to master them. Interestingly, the network

Figure 2: Mean divergence per word prediction over the
75% complex testing corpora generated from grammar
classes A through E (increasing in the extent of semantic
constraints) for the simple and complex training regimes.
Note that lower values correspond to better performance.
Means and standard errors were computed over the best
16 of 20 trials in each condition.

+*

was only 8.2% worse on the testing set than on the train-

+*

ing set when trained on corpus E , and only 5.4% worse
when trained on A . These findings indicate that the network generalized quite well to novel sentences but was
still slightly sensitive to the particular characteristics of
the training corpus.

However, it should be noted that this analysis is not a
slightly higher error because semantic constraints force clean test of generalization as many of the shorter senthe network to make use of more information in predict- tences in the testing corpus appeared in the training corpus
ing the contents of relative clauses. Informal inspection as well. Table ?? gives a breakdown of performance of
revealed that the network appeared to perform nearly per- a sample network from the previous analysis, which was

+*

fectly on sentences with up to one relative clause and quite

trained only on the E

well on sentences with two relative clauses.

appeared on both the training and testing set (“Familiar

corpus, on those sentences that

Figure ?? compares the output activations of a network Sentences”) and those only in the testing set (“Novel Sentrained exclusively on corpus E

+*

with the optimal out- tences”). The results indicate that the mean divergence

puts for that grammar. The behavior of the network is

error per word of the network was only 3.5% greater

illustrated for the sentences Boy who chases girls who on novel versus familiar sentences involving one relative
sing walks and Dogs who chase girls who sing walk. clause and 16.6% greater on novel sentences involving
Note, in particular, the prediction of the main verb fol- two relative clauses.4 Thus, the network generalized fairly
lowing sing. Predictions of this verb are not significantly well, but certainly not perfectly.
degraded even after two embedded clauses. The network

A stronger test than predicting individual words for

is clearly able to recall the number of the main noun and whether a network has learned a grammar is the one
has a basic grasp of the different actions allowed on dogs standardly employed in linguistic studies: grammaticaland humans. It nearly mastered the rule that dogs cannot ity judgment of entire sentences. Although the wordwalk something else. It is, however, unsure across a dou- prediction networks do not deliver overt yes/no responses
ble embedding that boys are not allowed to bite and that
dogs may bark, but not sing. Otherwise, the predictions
appear quite close to optimal.
12

4 The comparison for simple sentences and for very complex sentences is unreliable because there were very few novel simple sentences
and no very complex sentences that appeared both during training and
testing.
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Figure 3: Predictions of the network trained on corpus E on two sample sentences (white bars) compared with the
optimal predictions given the grammar (filled bars). To enhance contrast, all values shown are the square root of the
actual probabilities.

Table 5: Analysis of the E
Relative
Clauses
0

Total
Sentences
2548

+*

testing corpus and performance of a network on familiar and novel sentences.
Mean Divergence Error
Unique
Percent
Familiar
Novel
Sentences Novel
Sentences Sentences
Example Novel Sentence
230
1.3
0.011
0.019
boy chases dog .

1

5250

2413

53.4

0.043

0.045

dogs who John walks chase
girl .

2

1731

1675

94.3

0.110

0.123

dog who chases John who
feeds cats bites Mary .

3

395

395

100

0.242

0.247

John feeds cats who bite
cats who Mary who walks
dog feeds .

4

76

76

100

0.359

0.364

girls who walk dogs who bite
Mary who cats who chase
Mary chase sing .

10000

4789

69.8

Overall

13
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to grammatical versus ungrammatical sentences, we as-

YZ

0.20

predictions throughout a given sentence (see also Allen
& Seidenberg, 1999). Specifically, the word encountered
at the point at which a sentence becomes ungrammatical
will be poorly predicted and will likely cause poor predictions for subsequent words. Accordingly, as a simple
approximation, we selected the two words that were most
“surprising” to the network (those to which the network
assigned the least likelihood) and took the log of the prod-

Proportion of Sentences

sume this decision can be based on the accuracy of its

X

Z

0.15

Grammatical
Semantic Violation
Syntactic Violation

0.10

0.05

U

0.00
-15

uct of the two likelihoods as a measure of the “goodness”

U
V
Grammaticality Measure
-10

-5

W

0

of the sentence for the purpose of judging its grammati- Figure 4: Distributions of a measure of grammaticality
for fully grammatical sentences, for sentences which viocality.
late semantic constraints (but obey syntactic constraints),
In order to obtain grammatical and ungrammatical sen- and for sentences which violate syntactic (and semantic)
tences for this test, we took each sentence in the E gram- constraints. The measure is the log of the product of the
two worst word predictions in the sentence—see text for
mar and performed a number of transformations. We used details.
the sentence in its original form, each sentence produced

+*

by removing one of its words (not including the period), for sentences in each of the three categories. It is apand each sentence produced by replacing a single word parent that the measure does a fairly good job of pulling
with some other word. A sentence having five words

apart the three distributions. We can now ask how well

would thus result in 126 derived sentences. Each derived various judgments can be made given the measure. On

+ * grammar, semantically invalid, or syntactically invalid. Syntactically invalid sentences are those that would
not be accepted by the E + * grammar even if all of the

performance, with only 2.21% false positives and 2.95%

semantic constraints were removed. For example, boy

misses (

sentence was then classified as grammatical, according to the standard grammaticality judgment task of distinguishthe E

9[ 1]\^

ing correct sentences from those with a syntactic violation, a decision criterion of

yields highly accurate

_ ` = 3.90). In fact, the network can also distin-

chases who or boy who chases cats walk. Seman- guish, although somewhat less accurately, syntactically
tically invalid sentences, on the other hand, would be ac- legal sentences with semantic violations (cf. “Colorless

 ^21 ab/

cepted by the grammar with no semantic constraints but green ideas....”) from sentences with true syntactic vioare ruled out by the semantic constraints. For example, lations: a decision criterion of
boy bites dog. Note that the invalid sentences are far alarms and 12.7% misses (

yields 19.6% false-

_b` = 2.00). Note that, in this

from random collections of words and differ from valid latter case, the network never encountered sentences of eisentences in only a single word. Often the invalid sen- ther type during training. Also note that the syntactically
tences are valid far beyond the point at which the trans- invalid sentences were not simply random word jumbles
formation took place.

The selected network, trained only on the E+ *

but differed from a valid sentence by only a single word.
cor-

The “goodness” measure can also provide a basis for

pus, was run on each of the derived sentences and the determining what factors influence the relative effectivestrength with which it predicted each word recorded. Fig- ness of processing various types of valid sentences. Not
ure ?? shows the distribution of the goodness measure surprisingly, goodness generally decreases with the num14
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 3c1]\ E , 9[ 1d3e/ , 9[ 1]\3

ber of embeddings in the sentence (means of
embeddings, respectively; K .

 321 [ ^ ,

for sentences with 1, 2, 3, or 4
.001 for all pairwise com-

Probability of Ungrammatical Predictions

Rohde and Plaut

 3c1 a [ ) than those
p

with one embedding ( + +fhg = 5.51, K . .001), but this is
attributable to the unnaturally low proportion of simple
sentences in the E + * corpus by construction (25.5% simparisons). Interestingly, sentences with no embeddings
produce somewhat lower values (mean

ple vs. 52.5% singly-embedded sentences). Among complex sentences, center-embedded sentences have higher

 3c1 a /

 3c14^i ;  g  f

K .

goodness than purely right-branching sentences (means
vs.

= 7.40,

qq

0.25

qq

0.20

Grammar E, Simple Regimen
Grammar E, Complex Regimen
Grammar A, Simple Regimen
Grammar A, Complex Regimen
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.001) but, again,

Figure 5: Total probability assigned by the network to ungrammatical predictions, as a function of the position of
11.3% of sentences, respectively). Right-branching sen- the predicted word in sentences from grammars A and E,
tences have higher goodness than object-relative center- for the simple and complex training regimes. Values are
averaged over all 20 networks trained in each condition.
embedded sentences—a subclass with comparable fre-

this is highly confounded with frequency (50.9% vs.

 jF* +

K .

quency (10.3% of sentences, mean goodness of
= 6.947,

 3c1]\^ ;

.001). This latter finding is more in ac- that early positions are dominated by predictions within

cord with what would be expected to hold for human sub- simple sentences, whereas later positions are dominated
jects, but it should be kept in mind that the current corpora by predictions within complex sentences with multiple
were not designed to match the distribution of syntactic embeddings. Even so, 17% of the total output activation
spread over 18 illegal words is respectable, considering
constructions found in English.
Having provided evidence that a representative network that randomized weights produce about 71% illegal prehas, in fact, learned the grammar reasonably well (al- dictions. More importantly, across word positions, the

I jJ F*

K .

though certainly not perfectly) we can return to the ques- complex training regimen produced better performance
= 25.7,
.001).
tion of the basis for our failure to find an advantage for than the simple training regimen (
starting small. One possibility is that, although the net-

In summary, starting with simple inputs proved to be of

work trained in the small regimen might have performed no benefit and was actually a significant hindrance when
more poorly overall, it may nonetheless have learned semantic constraints applied across clauses. The networks
long-distance dependencies better than when trained with were able to learn the grammars quite well even in the
the complex regimen. To test this hypothesis, we com- complex training regimen. Moreover, the advantage for
puted the total probability assigned to ungrammatical pre- training on the fully complex corpus increased as the landictions (i.e., words that could not, in fact, come next in guage was made more English-like by enforcing greater
the sentence), as a function of sentence position of the degrees of semantic constraints. While it has been shown
predicted word (see Figure ??). In general, fewer than 8 previously that beginning with a reduced training set can

+*

of the 26 words were legal at any point in a sentence pro- be detrimental in classification tasks such as exclusive-OR
duced by grammar E . Overall, performance declined (Elman, 1993), it appears that beginning with a simpliwith word position (except for position 16 which can only fied grammar can also produce significant interference on
be end-of-sentence). This trend is due largely to the fact a more language-like prediction task. At the very least,
15
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starting small does not appear to be of general benefit in sure, momentum of 0.9, eleven epochs of training on the
all language learning environments.

final corpus, a batch size of 10 words, a learning rate of

6 E.

0.004 reduced to 0.0003 for the last epoch, and initial

3 Simulation 2:
(1993) study

Replication of Elman’s weights between

In the latter case, we used logis-

tic output units, squared error, no momentum, five epochs

Our failure to find an advantage for starting small in our
initial work led us to ask what differences between that
study and Elman’s were responsible for the discrepant results. All of the grammars in the first set of simulations

of training on the fourth corpus, online weight updating
(after every word), a learning rate of 0.1 reduced to 0.06

6r/21d/e/ E .

in equal steps with each corpus change, and initial weights
between

differed from Elman’s grammar in that the language retained full semantic constraints within the main clause. It
is possible that within-clause dependencies were in some
way responsible for aiding learning in the complex training regimen. Therefore, we produced a language, labeled
R for replication, which was identical to Elman’s in all
known respects, thus ruling out all but the most subtle differences in language as the source of our disparate results.

3.2 Results and discussion
Even when training on sentences from a grammar with
no semantic constraints, our learning parameters resulted
in an advantage for the complex regimen. Over the best
12 of 15 trials, the network achieved an average diver-

I J 

K .

gence of 0.025 under the complex condition compared
with 0.036 for the simple condition (

= 34.8,

.001). Aside from the learning parameters, one impor-

3.1 Method

tant difference between our training method and Elman’s
Like Elman’s grammar, grammar R uses just 12 verbs: was that we added 6 extra epochs of training on the fi2 pairs each of transitive, intransitive, and mixed transi- nal corpus to both conditions. This extended training did
tivity. In addition, as in Elman’s grammar, the proper not, however, disproportionately benefit the complex connouns Mary and John could not be modified by a rel- dition in some way. Between epoch 20 and 25, the average
ative clause and the only additional constraints involved divergence error under the simple regimen dropped from
number agreement. We should note that, although our 0.085 to 0.061. During the same period, the error under
grammar and Elman’s produce the same set of strings to the complex regimen fell only from 0.051 to 0.047.6
the best of our knowledge, the probability distributions

It is again important to establish that the network was

over the strings in the languages may differ somewhat. As

actually learning to perform the task well. Otherwise the

before, corpora with four levels of complexity were pro- apparent advantage for starting large might be an artifact
duced. In this case they exactly matched Elman’s corpora of settling into local minima due to poor training methods.
in terms of average sentence length (see Table 4).5

The best measure of network performance would appear

Networks were trained on this language both with our to be a direct comparison with the results published by
own methods and parameters and with those as close as

Elman (1991). However, as discussed earlier, Elman eval-

possible to the ones Elman used. In the former case, we uated his network using empirically derived probabilities,
used normalized output units with a divergence error mea- rather than predictions generated directly from the gram5 To match the average lengths of sentences generated by grammar R
as closely as possible to those produced by Elman’s grammar, the selection probabilities for intransitive verbs across the levels of complexity
(0%, 25%, 50%, and 75%) were increased from 50% for each (as in
grammar classes A–E) to 54%, 65%, 75%, and 50%, respectively.

16

mar.
6 The further drop of these error values, 0.047 and 0.061, to the reported final values of 0.025 and 0.036 resulted from the use of a reduced
learning rate for epoch 26.
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In order to approximate Elman’s evaluation methods, for the purely syntactic grammar, the error when meawe trained an empirical model on the R

testing corpus, sured against the optimal distribution is lower. This is

as well as on 240,000 additional sentences produced by

reflected by the fact that the network achieved an average

the same grammar. Elman reported a final error of 0.177 divergence error of 0.025 in this simulation versus 0.093

+*

for his network (using, we believe, city-block distance). for the class E language with full semantic constraints in
When trained on corpus R

and evaluated against the Simulation 1.

empirical model, our network produced an average city-

When the network was trained using parameters simi-

block distance of 0.240 (over the best 12 runs), which lar to those chosen by Elman, it failed to learn adequately,
would seem to be considerably worse. However, as men- settling into bad local minima. The network consistently
tioned earlier, cosine is a more accurate measure of the reached a divergence error of 1.03 under the simple traindifferences between probability distributions. Our net-

ing regimen and 1.20 under the complex regimen, re-

work had an average cosine of 0.942, which is consid- gardless of the initial random weight values. In terms
erably better than the value of 0.852 reported by Elman.

of city-block distance, these minima fall at 1.13 and 1.32

However, the empirical model itself provides a poor respectively—much worse than the results reported by Elmatch to the theoretically derived predictions and, hence, man. Observation of the network in the simple condition
is not an appropriate basis for evaluating the extent to revealed that it was able to learn only the second-order
which a network has learned the structure of a grammar. statistics of the language, and even these were not learned
Specifically, when evaluated against the theoretical pre- particularly well. The network learned that the word who
dictions, the empirical model had a mean divergence of

could only follow a noun, but not that a singular head noun

0.886, a city-block distance of 0.203, and a cosine of

could never be followed by another noun or a plural verb.

0.947. These values are all much worse than those for On the other hand, in the complex condition, the network
the network which, when compared against the same cor- learned only the first-order statistics, giving predictions
rect predictions, produced a mean divergence of 0.025, a which approximated the overall word frequencies regardless of context. Examination of the connection weights

distance of 0.081, and a cosine of 0.991, even though it

was trained on only 10,000 different sentences (cf. over revealed that all input weights and biases to the three hid250,000 sentences for the empirical model). Thus, as far den layers had approached zero. It is not clear why we
as we can tell, our network learned grammar R at least as

find such poor performance with what we believe to be

well under the complex training regimen as Elman’s net-

similar training methods to those used by Elman.

work did under the simple regimen.

We did, however, obtain successful learning by using

6r/21d/e/ E to 6 E 1d/ , although perfor-

Because grammar R has so few constraints, it might the same parameters but simply increasing the weight inibe thought that this is a more difficult task than learning tialization range from

a grammar with full semantics. It is true that the prob- mance under these conditions was not quite as good as
lem space becomes more sparse as we add constraints, with all of our parameters and methods. Even so, we again
and the entropy of the optimal predictions is higher with- found a significant advantage for the complex regimen

I jJ h

out the constraints because more alternatives are possible. over the simple regimen in terms of mean divergence er-

K .

However, the amount of information that must be stored ror (means of 0.122 vs. 0.298, respectively;
to formulate an accurate prediction is much lower without semantics. Although the prediction error when mea-

= 121.8,

.001).
Given that the strength of initial weights appears to be

sured against the actual next word is likely to be higher a key factor in successful learning, we conducted a few
17
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0.25

tasks reasonable approximations of natural language pro-
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cessing? To answer this question, we performed two ad-
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ditional manipulations, one involving the removal of all
constraints on embedded clauses and one extending the
task to a language with 100% complex sentences.

0.10

3.3.1 Uninformative embeddings
In grammar A, as well as in Elman’s grammar, verbs
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agree in number with the modified noun. We might expect
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Figure 6: Sum squared error produced by the network on
the testing set at each epoch of training on corpus R
under the complex regimen, as a function of the range of
initial random weights.

that this partial information was responsible for the ability
of the networks trained in the complex condition to learn
the noun-verb dependencies spanning the embeddings. To

`

test this, we constructed a new grammar, A , which was
similar to A with the exception that all constraints, includ-

ing number agreement, were removed on the contents of
additional runs of the network to examine the role of this embedded clauses or between nouns and verbs within relfactor in more detail. The networks were trained on 25 ative clauses. Full semantic and agreement constraints
epochs of exposure to corpus R

+*

under the complex reg- were left intact only within the main clause. This was
imen using parameters similar to Elman’s, although with done to assess the ability of the network to learn the diffia fixed learning rate of 1.0 (i.e., without annealing). Fig- cult main verb prediction with no support from preceding
ure ?? shows the sum squared error on the testing cor- words other than the main noun itself. As before, four verpus over the course of training. It is apparent that larger sions of the grammar were produced, ranging from 0%
initial weights help the network break through the first- to 75% complex. A separate testing corpus was generorder plateau which lies at an error value of 0.221. Per- ated from the same grammar as the last training corpus.
formance was remarkably sensitive to ranges of initial Twenty trials each of the complex and simple conditions
weights around

6r/21 E . It is interesting that the network can

were performed. The same training parameters and exporemain at the plateau for up to twenty epochs, processing sures were used as in Simulation 1.
200,000 sentences (about 1.2 million words), before sucAnalysis of the best 16 of 20 trials revealed an average
cessfully breaking through.

divergence error of 0.080 in the simple regimen and 0.079
in the complex regimen (

3.3 Additional manipulations

Ix.

1, n.s.). Therefore, even

in the case where all constraints on the relative clauses
are removed, starting small does not prove beneficial, al-

Although we have yet to find conditions under which

though it is no longer a hindrance.

starting with simplified inputs aided successful learning
of a simple recurrent network, there are certainly situa- 3.3.2 100% complex sentences
tions in which this is the case. It is possible that the sim- Although Elman (1991) limited the composition of his
plicity of our languages created an unnatural advantage corpora to 75% complex, his later paper (Elman, 1993)
for the complex regimen. What, then, is required to cre-

reports simulations which added a fifth corpus, consist-

ate a task in which starting small is helpful, and are such ing entirely of complex sentences. While a language
18
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composed entirely of complex sentences is not a realis- from the outset. Although we cannot directly compare
tic model of English, it is certainly true that the current the performance of our network to that of Elman’s netgrammars overlook many complexities of natural English. work, it appears likely that the current network learned the
Therefore, one might view this 100% complex language task considerably better than the empirical model that we
as a surrogate for one in which nearly all sentences con- used for evaluation. By contrast, the network was unable
tain some complex grammatical structure, if not a relative to learn the language in either the simple or the complex
clause per se.

condition when we used parameters similar to those em-

In addition to the original four training corpora for ployed by Elman. However, increasing the range of the

`

grammatical classes E, A, and A , a fifth, entirely com- initial connection weights allowed the network to learn
plex corpus was generated for each of these classes (i.e., quite well, although in this case we again found a strong
E

 )h) , A )) , and A` )h) ), along with corresponding testing

advantage for starting with the full grammar. It was pos-

corpora. The same learning parameters were used as in sible to eliminate this advantage by removing all depenSimulation 1. In the simple regimen, the network was

dencies between main clauses and their subclauses, and

trained for five epochs on each of the first four corpora even to reverse it by training only on complex sentences.
and then for 10 epochs on the all-complex corpus, fol- However, these training corpora bear far less resemblance
lowed by one more epoch at the reduced learning rate of

to the actual structure of natural language than do those

0.0003. In the complex regimen, the network was simply which produce a clear advantage for training on the full
trained on the fifth corpus for 30 epochs followed by one complexity of the language from the beginning.
epoch at the reduced learning rate.
Despite the elimination of all simple sentences from

4 Simulation 3: Progressive memory

the final corpus, the network showed no advantage for the
simple regimen on grammar classes E and A. For E, the Elman (1993) argued that his finding that initially simplicomplex regimen produced an average divergence on the fied inputs were necessary for effective language learn-

I J 

Kzy

best 16 of 20 trials of 0.112 compared with 0.120 for the ing was not directly relevant to child language acquisition
simple regimen (

= 1.46,

I jJ h

.2). For A, the complex because, in his view, there was little evidence that adults

K{y

regimen yielded an error of 0.078 compared with 0.081 modify the grammatical structure of their speech when infor simple regimen (

`

= 1.14,

.2). By contrast, for teracting with children (although we would disagree; see,

class A , in which there were absolutely no constraints ex- e.g., Gallaway & Richards, 1994; Snow, 1995; Sokolov,
cept in the main clause, the simple regimen outperformed 1993). As an alternative, Elman suggested that the same

K . .05). Therefore, starting small
can be beneficial in certain circumstances. We would,
however, argue that A` )) is not at all representative of
I J 

the complex regimen (means of 0.064 vs. 0.105, respec- constraint could be satisfied if the network itself, rather
tively;

= 6.99,

natural language, in which relative clauses are highly de-

than the training corpus, was initially limited in its complexity. Following Newport’s “less is more” hypothesis
(Newport, 1990; Goldowsky & Newport, 1993), Elman
proposed that the gradual maturation of children’s mem-

pendent on what they are modifying and simple sentences ory and attentional abilities could actually aid language
are quite common.

learning. To test this proposal, Elman (1993) conducted

In summary, on a grammar essentially identical to that additional simulations in which the memory of a simused by Elman (1991, 1993), we found a robust advan- ple recurrent network (i.e., the process of copying hidden
tage for training with the full complexity of the language activations onto the context units) was initially hindered
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and then allowed to gradually improve over the course during processing by setting the activations at this layer
of training. When trained on the full complexity of the to 0.5. For the first 12 epochs of training, this was done
grammar from the outset, but with progressively improv- randomly after 3–4 words had been processed, without
ing memory, the network was again successful at learn- regard to sentence boundaries. For the next 5 epochs the
ing the structure of the language which it had failed to memory window was increased to 4–5 words, then to 5–6,
learn when using fully mature memory throughout train- 6–7, and finally, in the last stage of training, the memory
ing. In this way, Elman’s computational findings dove- was not interfered with at all.
tailed perfectly with Newport’s empirical findings to pro-

In the current simulation, the training corpus consisted

vide what seemed like compelling evidence for the impor- of 75% complex sentences, although, as mentioned above,
tance of maturational constraints on language acquisition Elman’s may have extended to 100% complexity. Like El(see, e.g., Elman et al., 1996, for further discussion).

man, we extended the first period of training, which used

Given that the primary computational support for the a memory window of 3–4 words, from 5 epochs to 12
“less is more” hypothesis comes from Elman’s simula- epochs. We then trained for 5 epochs each with windows
tions with limited memory rather than those with incre- of 4–5 and 5–7 words. The length of the final period of
mental training corpora, it is important to verify that our unrestricted memory depended on the training methods.
contradictory findings of an advantage for the complex When using our own methods (see Simulation 2), as when
regimen in Simulations 1 and 2 also hold by compari- training on the final corpus in the simple regimen, this peson with training under progressively improving mem- riod consisted of 10 epochs followed by one more with the
ory.7 Accordingly, we conducted simulations similar to reduced learning rate. When training with our approximathose of Elman, in which a network with gradually im- tion of Elman’s methods on grammar R, this final period
proving memory was trained on the full semantically con- was simply five epochs long. Therefore, under both constrained grammar, E, as well as on the replication gram- ditions, the memory-limited network was allowed to train
mar, R, using both Elman’s and our own training param- for a total of 7 epochs more than the corresponding fulleters. As for Simulation 1, any differences between our memory network in Simulations 1 and 2. When using our
methods and Elman’s are mentioned explicitly.

methods, learning rate was held fixed until the last epoch,
as in Simulation 1. With Elman’s method, we reduced the

4.1 Method

learning rate with each change in memory limit.

In his limited-memory simulation, Elman (1993) trained
a network exclusively on the complex corpus, which he
had previously found to be unlearnable. It is unclear from
the text, however, whether he used the corpus with 75%
or 100% complex sentences in this second simulation. As
a model of limited memory span, the recurrent feedback
provided by the context layer was eliminated periodically
7 Goldowsky

& Newport (1993) provide an illustration of how randomly degraded input could aid learning in a morphology-like association task. However, the results appear to depend largely on their use of
a learning mechanism that collects co-occurrence statistics rather than
perhaps more appropriate correlations. It is not clear whether similar
results could be obtained in a mechanism attempting to learn natural
language syntax.
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4.2 Results and discussion
Although he did not provide numerical results, Elman
(1993) reported that the final performance was as good
as in the prior simulation involving progressive inputs.
Again, this was deemed a success relative to the complex, full-memory condition which was reportedly unable
to learn the task.
Using our training methods on language R, the limitedmemory condition resulted in equivalent performance to
that of the full-memory condition, in terms of divergence
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error (means of 0.027 vs. 0.025, respectively;

I jJ h

= dence derived from implicit predictions within a stochas-

.15). Limited memory did, however, provide a tic language environment. In fact, Elman (1991, 1993)

I jJ h

significant advantage over the corresponding progressive- demonstrated that a recurrent connectionist network could
= 24.4, K .

inputs condition from Simulation 2 (mean 0.036;

learn the structure of a pseudo-natural language based on

.001). Similarly, for language E, the limited- continually predicting the next word to occur in a large

memory condition was equivalent to the full-memory con- corpus of sentences. Learning was effective, however,
dition (mean of 0.093 for both;
0.115; I J 

= 31.5, K .

I}.

1) but better than the only if either the training sentences or the network’s mem-

progressive-inputs condition from Simulation 2 (mean of
.001).

ory were initially limited and gradually increased in complexity. Elman’s findings seem to imply that standard con-

With Elman’s training methods on grammar R, the net-

nectionist assumptions are insufficient for language learn-

work with limited memory consistently settled into the ing, and additional constraints—perhaps based on maturasame local minimum, with a divergence of 1.20, as did the tional factors (Newport, 1990)—must be introduced (see
network with full memory (see Simulation 2). Using the Elman et al., 1996, for discussion).
same parameters but with initial connection weights in the

6

The first simulation of the current work demonstrated,

range 1.0, the limited-memory network again performed to the contrary, that it is possible for a standard simple
0.130 vs. 0.122, respectively; I  J  = 2.39, K{y 0.10), and
significantly better than the full-memory network trained
with progressive inputs (mean of 0.298; I jJ h = 109.1, K
. .001).
equivalently to the network with full memory (means of

recurrent network to gain reasonable proficiency in a language roughly similar to that designed by Elman without staged inputs or memory. In fact, there was a significant advantage for starting with the full language, and this
advantage increased as languages were made more natu-

To summarize, in contrast with Elman’s findings, when ral by increasing the proportion of clauses which obeyed
training on the fully complex grammar from the outset, semantic constraints (see also Cleeremans et al., 1989).
initially limiting the memory of a simple recurrent net-

There may, of course, be other training methods which

work provided no advantage over training with full mem- would yield even better performance. However, at the
ory, despite the fact that the limited-memory regimen in-

very least, it appears that “starting small” is not a robust

volved 7 more epochs of exposure to the training corpus. phenomenon in simple recurrent networks.
On the other hand, in all of the successful conditions,

In order to identify the factors that led to the disad-

limited memory did provide a significant advantage over vantage for starting small, we returned to a more direct
gradually increasing the complexity of the training cor- replication of Elman’s work in Simulation 2. Using Elman’s parameters, we did find what seemed to be an ad-

pus.

vantage for starting small, but the network failed to sufficiently master the task in this condition. We do not yet

5 General discussion

understand what led Elman to succeed in this condition
Based on the apparent lack of abundant explicit negative where we failed. One observation made in the course
evidence provided to children during language learning, of these simulations was that larger initial random conand the formal learnability results of Gold (1967) and oth- nection weights in the network were crucial for learning.

6r/~1 / / E

ers, it is often assumed that innate linguistic constraints We therefore reapplied Elman’s training methods but in-

E6 1 / . Both this condition and our own training parame-to

are required for effective language acquisition. However, creased the range of the initial weights from
language learning is possible using implicit negative evi21
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ters revealed a strong advantage for starting with the full patterns may not be particularly good representations for
language.

solving the task (because the weights are random), they at

Finally, in Simulation 3 we examined the effect of

least provide an effective starting point for beginning to

progressive memory manipulations similar to those per- learn temporal dependencies.8
formed by Elman (1993). It was found that, despite in-

In the remainder of this article, we discuss other ap-

creased training time, limited memory failed to provide parent demonstrations of the importance of starting small,
an advantage over full memory in any condition. Inter- and why recurrent networks can learn effectively without
estingly, training with initially limited memory was gen- introducing this constraint. We then consider the implicaerally less of a hindrance to learning than training with tions of our findings for arguments concerning the use of
initially simplified input. In all cases, though, successful implicit negative evidence and the need for maturational
learning again required the use of sufficiently large initial constraints on language acquisition.
weights.
The dependence of learning on the magnitudes of ini-

5.1 Previous replications

tial weights can be understood in light of properties of the There have been a number of informal reports of replicalogistic activation function, the back-propagation learn- tions of Elman’s basic finding of an advantage for starting
ing procedure, and the operation of simple recurrent net-

small. However, a common factor in these simulations ap-

works. It is generally thought that small random weights pears to be that networks trained exclusively on complex
aid error-correcting learning in connectionist networks inputs were not allowed sufficient training time given the
because they put unit activations within the linear range initial random weights. As we showed in Figure ??, it is
of the logistic function where error derivatives, and hence possible for a network in the complex condition to remain
weight changes, will be largest.

However, the error seemingly entrenched in a local minimum for some time
derivatives that are back-propagated to hidden units are before breaking through and attaining better ultimate perscaled by their outgoing weights; feedback to the rest of

formance than a network trained in the simple condition

the network is effectively eliminated if these weights are for an equivalent period. It may be that, in such apparent
too small. Moreover, with very small initial weights, the replications, networks trained in the complex condition
summed inputs of units in the network are all almost zero, were terminated before this breakthrough could occur.
yielding activations very close to 0.5 regardless of the inAnother problem may be that the learning parameput presented to the network. This is particularly prob- ters chosen resulted in poor overall performance for both
lematic in a simple recurrent network because then con- training regimens, in which case, it would be unwise to
text representations (copied from previous hidden activa- conclude that apparent differences in performance reflect
tions) contain little if any information about previous in- meaningful advantages for one regimen over the other.
puts. Consequently, considerably extended training may For example, Joyce (1996) claimed to have successfully
be required to accumulate sufficient weight changes to be- replicated Elman’s results, but his networks obtained a
gin to differentiate even the simplest differences in context final cosine error of only 0.785 (evaluated against em(see Figure ??). By contrast, starting with relatively large pirically derived probabilities), compared with values of
8 There is the potential complementary problem of using initial
initial weights not only preserves the back-propagated error derivatives but also allows each input to have a distinct and immediate impact on hidden representations and,
hence, on context representations. Although the resulting
22

weights so large that unit activations are pinned at the extremes of the
logistic function where its derivative vanishes. However, this problem is
mitigated to some extent by the use of an error function like divergence
that grows exponentially large as the derivative for a unit on the incorrect
side of the logistic function becomes exponentially small.
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0.852 obtained by Elman and 0.942 obtained using our to focus immediately on the more basic, local properties
parameters in Simulation 2. In evaluating these numbers, of the language, such as lexical syntactic categories and
note that assigning uniform probability across words gives simple noun-verb dependencies. Once these are learned,
a cosine of 0.419 against the empirical model from Simu- the network can more easily progress to harder sentences
lation 1. Using first-order statistics (i.e, word frequencies) and further discoveries can be based on these earlier repyields a cosine of 0.476, and using second-order statis- resentations.
tics (i.e., including the previous word) yields a cosine of

Our simulation results indicate, however, that such ex-

0.780. Thus, Joyce’s model is doing only about as well as

ternal manipulation of the training corpus is unnecessary

the second-order statistics. The performance of Elman’s for effective language learning, given appropriate training
network (0.852) is not quite as good as when using third- parameters. The reason, we believe, is that recurrent conorder statistics (0.873). Also note that the networks we nectionist networks already have an inherent tendency to
trained with small initial weights in Simulation 2, which extract simple regularities first. A network does not begin
clearly failed to learn the task, nevertheless obtained co-

with fully formed representations and memory; it must

sine scores of 0.604. Thus, Joyce’s networks may not, in learn to represent and remember useful information under
fact, have mastered the task sufficiently to make a mean- the pressure of performing particular tasks, such as word
ingful comparison between the training regimes.

prediction. As a simple recurrent network learns to rep-

Certainly there are situations in which starting with resent information about an input over the hidden units,
simplified inputs is necessary for effective learning in a that information then becomes available as context when
recurrent network. For example, Bengio, Simard & Fras- processing the next input. If this context provides imporconi (1994, see also Lin, Horne & Giles, 1996) report such tant constraints on the prediction generated by the secresults for tasks requiring a network to learn contingen- ond input, the relevant aspects of the first input will be recies which span 10–60 entirely unrelated inputs. Such

represented over the hidden units and, thus, be available as

tasks are, however, quite unlike the learning of natural context for the third input, and so on. In this way, the netlanguage. Similarly, in an extension of Simulation 2, we work first learns short-range dependencies, starting with
introduced a language in which absolutely no constraints simple word transition probabilities for which no deeper
existed between a noun and its relative clause. In this case, context is needed. At this stage, the long-range constraints
both starting small and starting large were equally effec- effectively amount to noise which is averaged out across
tive. We also created a final corpus involving no simple a large number of sentences. As the short-dependencies
sentences. At this point, we did find a significant advan- are learned, the relevant information becomes available
tage in starting small on the language with no constraints for learning longer-distance dependencies. Very longon the relative clauses. Thus, starting with simplified in-

distance dependencies, such as grammatical constraints

puts is indeed advantageous at times, though we argue that across multiple embedded clauses, still present a problem
this advantage disappears as an artificial language is made for the network in any training regimen. Information must
to be more like natural language.

be maintained across the intervening sequence to allow
the network to pick up on such a dependency. However,
there must be pressure to maintain that information or the

5.2 Learning in recurrent networks

hidden representations will encode more locally relevant
The intuition behind the importance of starting with prop- information. Long-distance dependencies are difficult beerly chosen simplified inputs is that it helps the network cause the network will tend to discard information about
23
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the initial cue before it becomes useful. Adding semantic committed to a particular solution within the premorbid
dependencies to embedded clauses aids learning because system, they become less able to adapt to relearning a
the network then has an incentive to continue to represent new solution after damage. More recently, McClelland
the main noun, not just for the prediction of the main verb, (in press) and Thomas & McClelland (1997) have used
but for the prediction of some of the intervening material entrenchment-like effects within a Kohonen network (Koas well (see also Cleeremans et al., 1989).9

honen, 1984) to account for the apparent inability of non-

It might be thought that starting with simplified inputs native speakers of a language to acquire native-level perwould facilitate the acquisition of the local dependencies formance in phonological skills (see, e.g., Logan, Lively,
so that learning could progress more rapidly and effec- & Pisoni, 1991), and why only a particular type of retraintively to handling the longer-range dependencies. There ing regimen may prove effective (see also Merzenich et
is, however, a cost to altering the network’s training en-

al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996). Thus, there are a number of

vironment in this way. If the network is exposed only to demonstrations that connectionist networks may not learn
simplified input, it may develop representations which are as effectively when their training environment is altered
overly specialized for capturing only local dependencies. significantly, as is the case in the incremental training proIt then becomes difficult for the network to restructure cedure employed by Elman (1991).
these representations when confronted with harder prob-

Periodically disrupting a network’s memory during the

lems whose dependencies are not restricted to those in the early stages of learning has relatively little effect because
simplified input. In essence, the network is learning in only very local information is lost, and this information
an environment with a nonstationary probability distribu- would have influenced the processing of only the next
tion over inputs. In extreme form, such nonstationarity word or two in any case. As the network develops in its
can lead to so-called catastrophic interference, in which ability to represent and use information across longer time
training exclusively on a new task can dramatically impair spans, the memory is interfered with less, again leading to
performance on a previously learned task that is similar to minimal impact on learning. Therefore, this manipulation
but inconsistent with the new task (see, e.g., McClelland, tends neither to help nor hinder learning.
McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995; McCloskey & Cohen,

There has been much debate on the extent to which

1989; Ratcliff, 1990). A closely related phenomenon has children experience syntactically simplified language
been proposed by Marchman (1993) to account for critical (see, e.g., Richards, 1994; Snow, 1994, 1995, for disperiod effects in the impact of early brain damage on the cussion).

While child-directed speech is undoubtedly

acquisition of English inflectional morphology. March- marked by characteristic prosodic patterns, there is also
man found that the longer a connectionist system was

evidence that it tends to consist of relatively short, well-

trained on the task of generating the past tense of verbs, formed utterances and to have fewer complex sentences
the poorer it was at recovering from damage. This effect and subordinate clauses (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitwas explained in terms of the degree of entrenchment of

man, 1977; see also Pine, 1994). The study by New-

learned representations: As representations become more port and colleagues is instructive here, as it is often interpreted as providing evidence that child-directed speech
9 It

should be pointed out that the bias towards learning short- before
long-range dependencies is not specific to simple recurrent networks;
fully recurrent networks also exhibit this bias. In the latter case, learning
long-range dependencies is functionally equivalent to learning an inputoutput relationship across a larger number of intermediate processing
layers (Rumelhart et al., 1986), which is more difficult than learning
across fewer layers (see Bengio et al., 1994; Lin et al., 1996).
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is not syntactically simplified. Indeed, these researchers
found no indication that mothers carefully tune their syntax to the current level of the child or that aspects of
mothers’ speech styles have a discernible effect on the
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child’s learning. Nonetheless, it was clear that child- ferent from those traditionally adopted within linguistics.
directed utterances, averaging 4.2 words, were quite un- It is thus important to consider carefully the relationship
like adult-directed utterances, averaging 11.9 words. Al- between our work and alternative proposals concerning
though child-directed speech included frequent deletions learnability and the role of negative evidence.
and other forms that are not handled easily by traditional
transformational grammars, whether or not these serve as

5.3 Learnability

complexities to the child is debatable.

At the core of Gold’s (1967) results is a proof that no in-

If children do, in fact, experience simplified syntax, teresting classes of languages are learnable from a text
it might seem as if our findings suggest that such sim- consisting of only valid sentences if the text is generated
plifications actually impede children’s language acquisi- by the powerful class of recursive functions, which are all
tion. We do not, however, believe this to be the case. functions that can be computed by a Turing machine. The
We have only been considering the acquisition of syntac- reason is essentially that the generating function has the
tic structure (with some semantic constraints), which is power to confuse the learner indefinitely. Past experience
just a small part of the overall language learning process. tells the learner relatively little about the future properties
Among other things, the child must also learn the mean- of the text because at any point the text could change draings of words, phrases, and longer utterances in the lan-

matically. Gold’s result has been taken as evidence for the
guage. This process is certainly facilitated by exposing impossibility of language learning without stronger conthe child to simple utterances with simple, well-defined straints on the learner and the class of possible languages.
meanings. We support Newport and colleagues’ conclu-

However, another of Gold’s results is generally ignored:

sion that the form of child-directed speech is governed by

If the text is generated by only a primitive recursive funca desire to communicate with the child and not to teach tion, even very powerful language classes are learnable.10
syntax. However, we would predict that language acqui- As Gold (1967) puts it, “the primitive recursive algorithms
sition would ultimately be hindered if particular syntactic are a special class of algorithms which are not general in
or morphological constructions were avoided altogether the sense of Turing machines, but are general enough to
in child-directed speech.

include all algorithms normally constructed” (p. 474; see
To this point, our simulation results have served to Hopcroft & Ullman p. 175 for a definition of primitive rebroaden the applicability of connectionist networks to lan- cursive). This positive result makes it clear that relaxing
guage acquisition by calling into question the need for ad-

the strong assumption that texts are generated by fully re-

ditional, maturation-based constraints. In this respect, our cursive functions may alleviate the learnability problem.
conclusions contrast with those of Elman (1991, 1993). Along these lines, Gold (1967) suggested that learning
At a more general level, however, we are in complete may be possible given “some reasonable probabilistic asagreement with Elman (and many others; see Seidenberg, sumption concerning the generation of text” (p. 461).
1997, Seidenberg & MacDonald, in press) in adopting a

Indeed, not long after Gold’s results were published,

statistical approach to language acquisition. That is, we Horning (1969) showed that stochastic context-free grambelieve that language learning depends critically on the mars are learnable with arbitrarily high probability from
frequency with which forms occur in the language and not
simply on whether or not they occur at all. As discussed
in the Introduction, this approach is based on assumptions
about the nature of language that are fundamentally dif25

10 It should be pointed out that this positive result applies only to the
ability to accept a language rather than to decide the language. Deciding
a language indicates the ability to judge, in finite time, the grammaticality of any sentence, whereas accepting a language requires only the
ability to say “yes” in finite time if a sentence is grammatical; an accepter might never respond if given an ungrammatical sentence.
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only positive examples. Angluin (1988) also showed that for how the child learns language despite Gold’s negative
a fairly weak computability restriction, that the distribu- results, including acquisition rules such as the “Uniquetions used to generate the text are drawn from a “uni- ness Principle,” “competition,” “preemption,” “blocking,”
formly approximately computable” sequence of distribu- the “principle of contrast,” “mutual exclusivity,” and the
tions, allow the learnability of recursively enumerable sets “M-constraint” (see MacWhinney, 1993; Wexler & Cul(see also Osherson, Stob, & Weinstein, 1986). Kapur and licover, 1980; Pinker, 1984; Marcus et al., 1992; BowBilardi (1992) proved a similar learnability result under erman, 1988). It is important to note that these proposals
the assumption that the learner has some rather general avoid Gold’s problem by making a fundamental change in
prior information about the input distribution. An inter- the assumptions of the model. All of the acquisition rules
esting aspect of this model is that the learning is not con- are based, in one way or another, on some form of imsidered to be the ability to approximate the distribution plicit negative evidence which, in turn, depends on some
producing the text but actually learning which sentences degree of statistical stationarity in language. For example,
are part of the language and which are not in the tradi- suppose the child has committed a morphological overtional sense. It is not clear whether Angluin’s formalism generalization, such as using goed instead of went. Rulor Kapur and Bilardi’s formalism is more appropriate for ing out the incorrect form based on the observation that
the case of natural language. In some sense it is a matter adults do not seem to use it, or use another form in its
of whether one views performance or competence, respec- place, is valid only if language is produced according to a
reasonably stationary probability distribution over forms

tively, as primary.

One reaction to these results is to argue that a child’s or sentences. One way to see this is to consider a verb
language experience cannot be modeled by a stochastic like dive with multiple common past-tense forms (dived
process. For example, Miller and Chomsky (1963) argued and dove). Marcus et al. (1992, p. 9) argue that both pastthat k-limited Markov sources were poor language mod- tense forms would be treated as irregular. The problem
els. Note that this is precisely the same point that we have is that the blocking principle eliminates dived as a past
made concerning the inadequacy of using an empirical tense of dive if dove occurs first; moreover, dived may
model to evaluate network performance. It is important, be withheld arbitrarily long under Gold’s assumptions. If
however, not to reject a statistical approach to language dived is eventually accepted as an alternative form, then
based on the inadequacy of a specific, overly simple sta- by the same token, goed cannot be ruled out because, as
tistical model. In fact, most empirical work on language far as the learner knows, go may be like dive and goed
relies on the assumption that language can be modeled as

is just being withheld. By contrast, if the language is rel-

a statistical object. Whenever researchers collect a sample atively stationary, then if the learner often hears went and
of language (e.g., the CHILDES database; MacWhinney, never hears goed, it is reasonable to assume that go is not
1991; MacWhinney & Snow, 1985) and argue that the sta- like dive and goed can be ruled out (or, in a probabilistic
tistical properties of that sample, such as the frequency of

framework, made increasingly unlikely).

various syntactic constructions, are in any way predictive

Thus, our suggestion that implicit negative evidence is

of future samples, they are assuming that the language is

critical to language acquisition is largely in agreement

generated by a process that is relatively statistically sta- with many standard models. Indeed, prediction inhertionary. In doing so, they are, implicitly or otherwise, op- ently implements a form of competition because it inerating outside the scope of Gold’s theorem.

volves representing some alternatives at the expense of

In a similar vein, various proposals have been made others. Where we differ is that, in our view, adequate sen26
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sitivity to the structure of language input can obviate the to suppose that constraints are innate, domain-specific
need for detailed innate linguistic constraints. Whether properties” (p. 598). For example, Marcus et al. (1992)
a “uniqueness rule” must be explicitly defined as part of

propose the blocking principle as, “a principle specifically

our innate language-acquisition constraints, or whether, governing the relations among the inflected versions of a
as we would argue, it emerges from more general infor- given stem,” (p. 9) in contrast to a more general mechamation processing mechanisms, is a matter for debate. nism that is sensitive to the frequency with which meanIn either case, however, we must acknowledge that we ings map to particular forms in the input. Along similar
are no longer within the framework of Gold’s theorem or

lines, Gropen et al. (1991) pose the universal object affect-

the statistics-free assumptions of traditional approaches to edness linking rule, by which, “An argument is encodable
as the direct object of a verb if its referent is specified as

linguistics.

It might be argued that our networks are not general being affected in a specific way in the semantic represenlearning mechanisms but that their success, like that of

tation of the verb” (p. 118), and Crain (1991) proposes a

humans, is really due to innate constraints. The networks rule that contraction may not occur across a trace left bedo, of course, have constraints built into them, including hind by Wh-movement. The point here is simply to emthe number of units, the connectivity pattern, the input and phasize that such language-specific constraints are qualoutput representations, the learning mechanism, the distri- itatively distinct from the more general parameters that
bution of initial weights, and many other factors. Indeed, control, for instance, the flexibility of weights in a neural
there is no such thing as a completely unbiased learning network.
algorithm. At issue is whether the constraints needed to
learn language are consistent across many forms of information processing in the brain or whether they apply
only to language, and whether the constraints affect lan-

5.4 Prediction as a source of negative evidence
Robust negative results like Gold’s are universal in that

guage processing very generally or whether they are spe- they prove that no learning algorithm is guaranteed to
cific to particular aspects of language (see also Marcus, succeed given the stated assumptions. By contrast, poset al., 1992). Critically, none of the constraints embodied itive learnability results, such as those obtained by Hornin the networks are specifically linguistic—given appro- ing (1969) and Angluin (1988), must be interpreted with
priate input, the identical networks could have learned to more caution because they show only that some system
perform any of a wide range of tasks. In fact, the only crit- can learn the task. In particular, Horning’s and Angluin’s
ical sensitivity to parameter settings that we discovered— methods rely on the ability of the learner to explicitly enuavoiding very small initial random weights—arises from merate and test all possible grammars and rely on essenvery general characteristics of learning and processing in tially unbounded resources. It seems unlikely that such
connectionist networks and applies equally well in non- assumptions hold for the language acquisition processes
linguistic domains.

of the human cognitive system. The importance of these

These constraints differ markedly from the very spe- results, however, is that they demonstrate that learning is
cific rules that some proponents of innate constraints on

possible in the absence of strong constraints on the lan-

language suggest are embedded in the genome. Such rules guage and the learner, and that a key factor in overcoming
typically make reference to explicit syntactic and lexical the “logical problem” of language acquisition (Baker &
abstractions assumed to be involved in language process- McCarthy, 1981) is the use of implicit negative evidence.
ing. As Crain notes, “linguists generally find it reasonable
27

In order to be relevant to human language learning, it
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must be possible for the limited computational mecha- More generally, accurate prediction need not and should
nisms of the cognitive system to take advantage of this not be based on the preceding surface forms alone, as in a
information. We wish to advance the hypothesis that the k-limited Markov source. In order to make accurate preprincipal means by which the cognitive system makes use dictions and to generalize to novel combinations of surof implicit negative evidence is through the formation and face forms, the system must learn to extract and represent
evaluation of online, implicit predictions (see Jordan & the underlying higher-order structure of its environment.
Rumelhart, 1992; McClelland, 1994, for discussion). The

Fodor and Crain (1987) considered the use of predic-

type of predictions we are hypothesizing need not be con- tion involving syntactic structures, but argued that it is
sciously accessible, nor must predictions be over a small problematic on two accounts. First, they contended that
set of alternatives. Nor, for that matter, is prediction re-

“it assumes that a learner engages in a vast amount of

stricted to a probability distribution over localist lexical labor ‘on the side’, that he does not stop work when he
units, as in our network model—it is likely that linguistic has constructed a set of rules that generate all the conpredictions occur on many levels of representation, across structions he hears and uses” (p. 51). Note, however, that
phonemic features, across semantic and syntactic features learning based on prediction, on our account, is an on-line
of words, and across semantic and syntactic features of
entire phrases.

11

procedure that is not “on the side” but an inherent part of
language processing. It need not rely on memorization of

On our view, prediction involves the operation of stan- entire utterances, nor on explicit compilation of frequency
dard processing mechanisms which embody the general counts over hypothesized rules or structures, nor on discomputational principle, in interpreting linguistic utter- crete decisions about the grammaticality of those strucances, of going as far beyond the literal input as possible tures. As in the current set of simulations, feedback can be
in order to facilitate subsequent processing (see McClel- immediate, can operate on a word-by-word or more fineland, St. John, & Taraban, 1989). A clear, if simplified, in-

grained basis, and can be incorporated in a graded fashion

stantiation of this principle is the Cohort model of spoken into the system’s current, working grammar. It is true that
word recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1987), in which com- prediction mechanisms may not stop work when one has
peting words are eliminated from contention as soon as

constructed a set of rules that generate all the construc-

information is received which is inconsistent with them. tions one hears and uses, but that is a desirable feature.
A natural (and more robust) extension of this approach Algorithms that learn only from failure (e.g., Berwick,
would be to propose that the system maintains and updates 1987) have been criticized because they fail to account
in real time a probability distribution over words reflect- for changes that are observed after children are parsing
ing the likelihood that each word is the one being heard. sentences competently (Bowerman, 1987). By contrast,
Such a distribution is exactly what would emerge from at- learning via prediction applies to both successes and failtempting to predict the current word as early as possible. ures, because there are no complete successes unless the
11 It

might seem that prediction can operate only over localist representations, but this is not necessarily true. A prediction over distributed
representations can take the form of a weighted average of the representations for individual items, with the weighting determined by the posterior probability distribution over the items. Although such a blended pattern would be quite different than the representation for any of the contributing items, it would nonetheless be closer to each of the contributing
items (as a function of its weighting) than to virtually any unrelated pattern (Hinton & Shallice, 1991, Appendix 1). Such a prediction would
thus provide effective context for processing subsequent input (see, e.g.,
Kawamoto, Farrar, & Kello, 1994).
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next event is predicted with absolute certainty; every prediction is likely to be approximate to some degree.
Fodor and Crain’s (1987) second argument against prediction is that the learner must know how to generalize to
appropriate different constructions. This is indeed an important point. However, if predictions are generated based
on the representations which form the learner’s grammar,
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feedback will generalize to the extent that these represen- learners may not normally achieve fluency in a second
tations generalize over structures. Functionally similar language because their internal representations have been
structures will receive similar feedback and will be given largely committed to solving other problems—including,
similar representations, allowing generalization of subse- in particular, comprehension and production of their naquent feedback. In contrast, similar representations for tive language (see Flege, 1992; Flege, Munro, & MacKay,
different structures are pulled apart by competing feed- 1995). By contrast, the child ultimately achieves a higher
back. Inferring the grammar of a natural language re-

level of performance because his or her resources are ini-

quires the ability to form broad generalizations without tially uncommitted. This idea, which accords with Quartz
sacrificing sensitivity to subtle distinctions and contradic- and Sejnowski’s (1996) theory of neural constructivism,
tions. This kind of processing may not be amenable to is certainly not a new one, but is one that seems to remain
a clean description in the traditional sense, but it is what largely ignored (although see Marchman, 1993; McClelconnectionist learning systems excel at.

land, in press). On this view, it seems unlikely that limitations in a child’s cognitive abilities are of significant benefit in language acquisition. While adults’ greater memory

5.5 Late exposure and second languages

and analytical abilities lead to faster initial learning, these
Elman’s (1991, 1993) computational findings of the im- properties need not be responsible for the lower asympportance of starting small in language acquisition have totic level of performance achieved, relative to children.
been influential in part because they seemed to corrob-

Along similar lines, the detrimental impact of de-

orate empirical observations that language acquisition is

layed acquisition of a first language may not implicate a

ultimately more successful the earlier in life it is begun language-specific system that has shut down. Rather, it
(see Long, 1990). While older learners of either a first

may be that, in the absence of linguistic input, those ar-

or a second language show initially faster acquisition, eas of the brain which normally become involved in lanthey tend to plateau at lower overall levels of achieve- guage may have been recruited to perform other functions
ment than do younger learners. The importance of early (see, e.g., Merzenich & Jenkins, 1995, for relevant evilanguage exposure has been cited as an argument in fa- dence and discussion). While it is still sensible to refer
vor of either an innate language acquisition device which to a critical or sensitive period for the acquisition of lanoperates selectively during childhood or, at least, genet- guage, in the sense that it is important to start learning
ically programmed maturation of the brain which facili- early, the existence of a critical period need not connote
tates language learning in childhood (Johnson & Newport, specific language-acquisition devices or genetically pre1989; Newport, 1990; Goldowsky & Newport, 1993). It scribed maturational schedules.
has been argued that the fact that late first- or second-

Indeed, similar critical periods exist for learning to play

language learners do not reach full fluency is strong ev- tennis or a musical instrument. Rarely if ever does an indiidence for “maturationally scheduled language-specific vidual attain masterful abilities at either of these pursuits
learning abilities” (Long, 1990, p. 259, emphasis in the unless they begin at an early age. And certainly in the
original).
case of learning the piano or violin, remarkable abilities
We would argue, however, that the data regarding late can be achieved by late childhood and are thus not simply
language exposure can be explained by principles of

the result of the many years of practice afforded to those

learning in connectionist networks without recourse to who start early. One might add that no species other than
maturational changes or innate devices. Specifically, adult
29

humans is capable of learning tennis or the violin. Never-
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theless, we would not suppose that learning these abilities put. We believe that the latter hypothesis is preferable as
depends upon domain-specific innate mechanisms or con- a starting point in that it embodies weaker initial assumpstraints.

tions, and that its investigation will lead more quickly to

While general connectionist principles may explain the an understanding of cognition and the learning mechaoverall pattern of results in late language learning, con- nisms of the brain more generally. We have already seen
siderable work is still needed to demonstrate that this ap-

that reliance on implicit negative evidence is difficult to

proach is sufficient to explain the range of relevant de-

avoid in either framework, thus bringing them perhaps

tailed findings. For example, it appears that vocabulary is

that much closer.

more easily acquired than morphology or syntax, and that

Adopting a statistical learning approach raises the is-

second language learners have variable success in master- sue of how a cognitively and neurally plausible mechaing different syntactic rules (Johnson & Newport, 1989). nism might actually acquire the relevant knowledge from
In future work, we intend to develop simulations that in-

appropriately structured linguistic input. Following El-

clude comprehension and production of more naturalistic man (1991, 1993), we have shown that simple recurrent
languages, in order to extend our approach to address the connectionist networks can learn the structure of pseudoempirical issues in late second-language learning and to natural languages based on implicit negative evidence deallow us to model a wider range of aspects of language rived from performing a word prediction task in a stochastic environment. Unlike Elman, however, we found that

acquisition more directly.

learning was most effective when the network was exposed to the full complexity of the language throughout

6 Conclusion

training, and that the advantage of this approach over
If we accept the assumptions of Gold’s model (1967), his “starting small” increased as the language was made more
theorems seem to imply that natural language should not
be learnable. Although explicit negative evidence may

English-like by introducing semantic constraints.
One major limitation of the task in our simulations is

sometimes be available to the child in a form that is suc- that the networks are not actually comprehending, only
cessfully utilized, such feedback appears insufficient by

learning the syntax of the language. As such, there is no

itself to overcome Gold’s problem. There would thus ap-

context or meaning to the utterances. This is not repre-

pear to be two remaining viable solutions, which both in-

sentative of what is required for language acquisition, but

volve altering the assumptions of the model: Either nat-

it may actually make the subtask of learning the gram-

ural languages are drawn from a highly restricted set and matical structure of the language more difficult. Because
the properties of the possible natural languages are en-

context, whether it is visual or verbal, greatly constrains

coded genetically, or there is a restriction on the set of

the set of likely utterances, its addition could significantly

possible texts—in particular, to those that are produced facilitate learning of the grammar. Without context, it is
according to reasonably stable probability distributions.

difficult to determine whether prediction errors are due

In their most extreme forms, these solutions accord ei- to inadequate syntactic knowledge or inadequate semanther with the hypothesis that language is learned by a tic knowledge. Familiar contexts clarify the intended sehighly constrained mechanism with little reliance on dis- mantics, helping the system overcome this bootstrapping
tributional properties of the input, or with the hypothesis problem. We leave it to future research to determine
that language is learnable by a relatively general mecha- whether the simulation results we have obtained with a
nism that relies heavily on statistical evidence in the in30

mostly syntactic prediction task generalize to more natu-
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ral comprehension tasks and more realistic languages.
Despite their simplicity, our simulations call into question the proposal that limited cognitive resources are necessary, or even beneficial, for language acquisition. However, perhaps the most important aspect of Elman’s work
is reinforced by ours—that connectionist systems can
learn the structure of a language in the absence of explicit
negative evidence. We claim that prediction is the principal mechanism by which the human cognitive system is
able to take advantage of implicit negative evidence. Our
work suggests that learning the structure of natural language may be possible despite a lack of explicit negative
feedback, despite experiencing unsimplified grammatical
structures, and in the absence of detailed, innate languageacquisition mechanisms.
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